
hello 

from Humber 



Welcome  
from Chief Executive Michele Moran 
 
Thank you for considering applying to join our team at Humber. We know 

choosing to relocate is a huge decision and that finding the right position is 

only part of the process. 

That’s why we’ve produced this e-magazine – to paint 

a picture of what life is like living and working here in 

order to help you decide whether to apply for a job 

with us. 

We’ve asked three of our staff who moved here from 

various parts of the country to share their stories. 

We’ve looked at how much further your money goes 

when it comes to buying a house here, and provided 

information about education and transport. We’ve also packed in as much 

information as we can about the many leisure activities the region can offer 

you in your spare time - from sport and nightlife to exploring some of the 

beautiful countryside and museums. It’s this wealth of cultural activities that 

saw the Sunday Times list Hull as one of the best places to live in 2017. 

I’m sure you’ll agree there is something for everyone here and - speaking as 

someone who has recently been in the same position as you - I can also vouch 

for the warm welcome and friendly faces that will greet you when you arrive. 

I hope you choose to apply for a job with us and I look forward to welcoming 

you face-to-face at some point in the near future. 
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What we do... 

We provide a very broad range of community 

services (including therapies), community and 

inpatient mental health services, learning disability 

services, healthy lifestyle support and addictions 

services to people living in Hull, the East Riding of 

Yorkshire and North Yorkshire - a large 

geographical area with a population of 

approximately 700,000. 

 

We also provide specialist services for children 

including physiotherapy, speech and language 

therapy and support for children and young people 

and their families who are experiencing emotional or 

mental health difficulties. 

 

Our specialist services, such as forensic support 

and offender health, support patients from the wider 

Yorkshire and Humber area and from further afield. 

We employ approximately 2,500 staff and operate 

from approximately 120 sites. 

 

As a Teaching Trust, we work closely with our major 

academic partners, Hull York Medical School and 

Hull University, nurturing a workforce of tomorrow’s 

doctors, nurses and other health professionals. 



Our Mission, Vision and Values 
 

Our Mission 

Humber Teaching NHS Foundation Trust - a multi-specialty health and social 

care teaching provider committed to Caring, Learning and Growing. 
 

Our Vision 

We aim to be a leading provider of integrated health services, recognised for 

the care, compassion and commitment of our staff and known as a great 

employer and a valued partner. 
 

Our Values 

These values shape the behaviour of our staff and are the foundation of our 

determination to: 

 Foster a culture in which safe, high-quality care is tailored to each 

person’s needs and which guarantees their dignity and respect; 

 Achieve excellent results for people and communities; 

 Improve expertise while stimulating innovation, raising morale and 

supporting good decision-making; 

 Unify and focus our services on early intervention, recovery and 

rehabilitation; 

 Engage with and listen to our patients, carers, families and partners so 

they can help shape the development and delivery of our healthcare; 

 Work with accountability, integrity and honesty; nurture close and 

productive working relationships with other providers and our partners. 
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Our Strategic Goals 
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We can wax lyrical about our Trust, the vibrant cities, towns and villages in our area, and the huge amount of investment we’ve seen in 

Hull and beyond that is set to continue; but there’s nothing better than hearing from a voice of experience. 

 

Below, three members of staff who moved to the area when they joined the Trust reveal what it’s like to move here and what to do in your 

spare time. They also talk about professional development and job satisfaction. 

 

Originally from South East London, I studied at the nearby Hull York Medical School which is going from strength to 

strength due to a recent increase in student numbers. I then went down to the South Coast for my foundation years but 

was tempted back North by the affordable quality of living that Hull and East Riding offers.  

I have begun to establish roots in this part of Yorkshire and love it. My family have been so impressed with the standards 

they too have relocated here.  

Living aside, the quality of training has evolved since my time here, and the 

impression I get is that the Trust is dynamic and willing to embrace new ideas and 

concepts.  

The level of pastoral support and academic guidance has been impressive and I am 

thoroughly enjoying my time here at Humber and - perhaps most pertinently - 

psychiatry.  

Being able to train in a medical speciality and enjoy the job, work with colleagues and 

meet a diverse patient group is enough to get me out of bed in the morning.  

I would encourage you to check out Humber and this region as it offers good quality 

affordable living and working with a supportive team capable of enacting change. 

 
Dr Michael Cottle 
Core Trainee Psychiatry 2 
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Since the very start, the lovely people in medical 

staffing and HR have been very helpful and 

supportive.  Everyone is very welcoming and happy to 

help. The staff I work with have a wealth of 

information about diverse things like where to get my 

car fixed and where to get the best coffee (Beverley‘s 

Saturday Market). The Trust ensures easy access to 

training and protected time for learning, e-leaning and 

peer group meetings. There are generous relocation 

expenses, which in my case were made available very 

efficiently. The appointments set up for me with 

occupational health, for my checks and hepatitis jabs 

etc. made me feel cared for. In all the meetings with 

other consultants and management teams I feel 

listened to and respected. I have become an 

appraiser here and can confirm that the appraisal 

system, MyL2P, is easy and effective.  

 

My experience has been so positive. I feel 

rejuvenated. Last week I drove across the Humber 

Bridge and back again just to admire the view. Moving 

UP NORTH? Best decision of my life! 

 

Dr Diana Tamlyn 

Consultant Forensic Psychiatrist 

I was not a stranger to Hull when I transferred to Humber Teaching NHS 

Foundation Trust (HTFT) in February 2017. With a partner already settled in 

the city, I was in Hull (literally) every weekend when I wasn’t on call. What 

struck me about the city is the genuine warmth of its people: being greeted 

politely and genuinely by strangers. The variety of good quality, independent 

restaurants was and is a pleasant (and satiating) surprise and makes it a 

perfect way to unwind after a busy day at work. 

HTFT has allowed me to expand my skill set into the realms of management 

and establish reliable contacts with my seniors. I have had the misfortune to 

have gone through a few familial difficulties this past year but I can honestly 

say that my supervisors have gone above and beyond what I expected and 

have been some of the most supportive consultants I have ever worked with. I 

can extend that sentiment to the Medical Staffing Team which has been, and 

continues to be, accommodating, considerate and compassionate.  

I have had the pleasure of witnessing the benefits that ‘City of Culture’ status 

has had on Hull. I have participated in our newly improved induction 

programme which has been well received and has highlighted how keen HTFT 

is to have its trainees closely involved in implementing changes. HTFT has 

helped me to mould myself into becoming a more well-

rounded doctor. Personally, it has taught me efficiency, 

resilience and that there is no shame in asking for help. 

Hull is my home now and I would actively encourage you 

to consider making it yours. 

Dr Janani Jaganathan, Core Trainee 3  
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If you’re considering a 

move to Hull, take the 

leap! With the support 

of Humber Teaching 

NHS Foundation Trust 

you will have access to 

a prosperous career 

and discover Hull as a 

hidden gem to raise a 

family. 

 

Shedding its old 

reputation, Hull has 

recently had a ‘facelift’ 

befitting ‘City of Culture’ 

status. The marina 

offers a mesmerising 

view combining neo-

architecture of trendy 

bars and restaurants 

combined with rustic 

historical buildings 

dotted along the 

riverside. It gives Hull 

its unique and 

fascinating character. 

 

If you’re still unsure you 

may wish to consider 

some of the reasons 

that enticed me… 

 

Career Prospects 
 

I have lived all over England from the Midlands to down South, the outskirts of 

London and the pastoral East; yet I can truly say people here are friendly and 

genuine.  With its unique size and ambition, Humber Teaching NHS 

Foundation Trust is fertile ground in which you can grow for yourself a bright 

career. With a wealth of opportunity, it also offers an exceptional lifestyle and 

extraordinary career progression. Humber has a keen appetite to nurture 

those with new vision for services, excellent leadership qualities and a 

passion for academic research via our connection with the local medical 

school, Hull York Medical School (HYMS). Humber’s consultant body is a 

good mix of senior experienced clinicians, with an injection of new-blood 

consultants recently completing their Certificate of Completion of Training. 

There is a tradition of junior doctors who trained here returning for consultant 

posts. This speaks volumes for the Trust. 

 

Convenience 
 

Hull and its surrounding villages have ample to offer in terms of modern 

amenities and activities. Conveniently located by the coast of Yorkshire, you 

are never too far from other major cities such as Leeds or York.  If the great 

outdoors is more your thing, you will not be disappointed with the selection of 

adjacent areas of outstanding natural beauty (AONB). Between Beverley and 

Hull you should have plenty of clubs, groups and theatres to choose from. 

Alternatively, leave from the local airport for a quick getaway or hop over to 

Amsterdam on the ferry. There is enough to keep you busy without the excess 

hustle and bustle of an overwhelming city.  Over the last few years various 

restaurants and cuisines have popped up in Hull. The Fruit Market is a good 

place for a relaxing drink with a view, or Princes Avenue for those who crave 

the nightlife.  

Quality of Life 

Once you get a taste for it, there’s 

nowhere else quite like living and 

working in Yorkshire. And Hull is indeed 

the ‘unseen rose of Yorkshire’! The 

scenery, culture and entertainment are 

just a few of the reasons why the quality 

of life in Hull surpasses other places. 

Hull’s surrounding villages offer 

impeccable value for money and 

welcoming neighborhoods. You have to 

see them to believe them. Did you also 

know that some very reputable schools 

are found in the locality, including 

Hymers College, which ranks in the top 

30 in the country? With all that is on 

offer between Hull and Humber 

Teaching NHS Foundation Trust, the 

only question left is why has it taken so 

long for you to join us?   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Dr Doug Ma,  

Consultant Psychiatrist  

and Royal College Tutor  
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We have a range of exciting opportunities available at Humber Teaching NHS Foundation 

Trust for consultant psychiatrists and SAS doctors across the following mental health 

specialties: 

 

General Adult – Inpatient and Community 

Older People 

Child and Adolescent (CAMHS) 

Learning Disability 

Forensic 

We are unique in that we will endeavour to accommodate areas of special interest: 

 

‘We aim to personalise the post to the person’ 

 

Medical Education is linked into wider innovation, research and development within the Trust. 

We strive to create an educational environment where innovation and research can flourish. 

“Fantastic, welcoming, listened to, offered help and advice and dealt with 

honestly and at times with laughter and banter.” Crisis Pad (Service 

Users’ feedback survey) 

“Staff were lovely to me.  I had a right laugh with some of them, actually.  I met lots of lovely people (patients) 

and heard lots of stories from them. It was the wake-up call I needed to sort myself out.  A lot happier in myself 

and actually hoping to work somewhere similar in a few years, hopefully.  They are compassionate and helped 

me out a great deal.  I think the staff do a brilliant job.  Actually miss the place already.”  Avondale (NHS 

“Absolutely everybody was courteous, approachable and professional. I 

felt so supported on every single visit.  Looking back now, it saved my 

life and I can’t emphasise that enough.  The best way I can describe the 

whole experience was like a hug without the physical touch.”  

Electroconvulsive Therapy (ECT) service (Patient Story)  

“The services and support I have had 

have been extremely good and I can’t 

fault any of them.  I feel very well 

looked after.  Sometimes I think to 

myself, I have all these people coming 

in, helping and doing things for me, I 

think I’m the Queen of Sheba!”  

Pocklington Neighbourhood Carer 

Services (Patient Story) 

“This department is a credit to the 

NHS. It demonstrates the highest 

quality care. I cannot praise my 

physiotherapist highly enough. Thank 

you.”  Whitby MSK Physiotherapy 

Outpatient Service (Friends and 

Family Test survey) 

“Everyone is so lovely and helpful 

in every way.”  Goole Addictions 

Service (Friends and Family 

Test survey) 

 “I feel better talking to people”.  

Child and Adolescent Mental 

Health Services, Rivendell House 
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Medical Education 

The Trust is committed to the education of doctors at all levels and we have a small but active Medical 

Education Department under the Medical Directorate. Our Medical Education Strategy is:  

‘To promote and deliver excellence and provide the best possible training experience for undergraduate medical students and 

postgraduate trainees.’ 

We are a Health Education England (HEE) local education provider and have a successful core training programme; in 2016 the scheme was rated in 

the top five in the country in the General Medical Council (GMC) National Training Survey. Trainees actively participate in the Wednesday morning 

local teaching programme which includes invited speakers as well as journal clubs. Higher trainees (ST 4-6) from HEE Yorkshire and Humber also 

work in the Trust. In addition, the Trust trains GP trainees and foundation doctors.  

Humber Teaching NHS Foundation Trust is a major teaching partner with the Hull York Medical School (HYMS), which this year is celebrating10 years 

of graduates. Following a successful expansion bid HYMS has recently been allocated 90 additional places. The medical school is committed to 

improving the mental health teaching of its students and this year has appointed a Director of Mental Health (Dr Janine Henderson, Consultant 

Psychiatrist) to oversee and reshape the undergraduate mental health curriculum. Similarly, the Trust is committed to improving the undergraduate 

experience and is continuously monitoring feedback and making changes. Elective placements are being developed and we support a range of 

Student Special Interest programmes. Consultants play a very active role in undergraduate teaching and examining, and for those involved HYMS 

awards the title of Honorary Senior Lecturer. 

On an annual basis the Medical Education department runs a Psychiatry Taster event for aspiring medical students and a very successful Sixth Form 

medical work experience programme.  

 

 

 

Meet our Team  
Dr Stella Morris – Director of Medical Education (DME) 
Dr Doug Ma – College Tutor 
Dr Reena Roy – Associate Director of Clinical Studies – HYMS (ADoCS) 
Dr Zeeshan Hashmani – Junior Doctor HYMS Lead 
Gillian Hughes – Medical Directorate and Medical Education Manager  

Sally Morrell-Witty – Postgraduate Secretary 

Through our Prospective Consultant Networking Programme, many of our psychiatry trainees return to the Trust as qualified consultants. 
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Research and Development 
We have a well-established Research Department which sits within the Medical Directorate and hosts an annual research conference. Take a look 

at the short video we played at our 2018 conference showing the impact research has on our community - https://youtu.be/LBgULBKRiAE.  

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

We recognise the importance of investing in research, enabling our staff to learn and grow 

and our community to participate in healthcare improvement. As there is evidence that 

people tend to do better in organisations that do research, we view this as core business and 

are committed to working with local, national and international research experts and 

evaluating innovative healthcare interventions. We are sometimes even the first to test 

ground-breaking new treatments. 

 

 

We are an active partner in the Yorkshire and Humber Clinical Research Network and are immensely proud of our research activity; based on our 

population size we recruit a significantly larger proportion of people into National Institute for Health Research studies than other trusts across the 

country providing similar services. We have a team of researchers who promote, facilitate and support these studies in collaboration with our clinical 

teams. 

 

 
 

For those who wish, there are opportunities to take on local 

principal investigator roles in research projects, with support as 

required, or to lead and generate research as a chief 

investigator.  

  

  

https://youtu.be/LBgULBKRiAE


 
 

“Britain’s best-kept secret is that  

Hull is great” 
- Sarah Beeny, TV Presenter, Property Ladder, Channel 4 

 

 

‘Beverley named as one of the 

'best places to live' in the North’ 
- Hull Daily Mail March 2018 

 

‘Hull provides a wonderful base 

for exploring the lighthouses, 

dramatic landscapes and wildlife 

of Yorkshire’s east coast’ 
- The Telegraph March 2018 

 

‘Six Yorkshire postcodes appear 

in Sunday Times Best Places to 

Live guide for 2018’ 
- Yorkshire Post March 2018 

This is the place for you 

We provide a range of services for three clinical commissioning groups covering 

Hull, the East Riding of Yorkshire and North Yorkshire. This means the 

geographical area we operate in is vast and the difference in landscape as you 

drive from one location to another is huge. 

 

From the bustling city of Hull, that has seen huge investment in recent years in 

preparation for its reign as the UK City of Culture in 2017, to thriving market 

towns such as Beverley and Driffield, which host music and food festivals 

throughout the year, the area’s diversity is rich. 

 

There are traditional seaside towns and Yorkshire villages surrounded by rolling 

countryside just waiting to be explored.  
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This is the place for you 

In Hull, the East Riding and North Yorkshire you’re spoilt for choice when it comes to places to live.  

 

There are city centre apartments with bars, theatres, restaurants and shops on your doorstep, the different suburbs of Hull and 

everything from Georgian townhouses through to modern new-build developments catering for all tastes.  

 

Moving out of Hull, there are plenty of options in the towns and villages of the East Riding and Scarborough and Ryedale, where you 

can make the most of the glorious countryside. You also get a lot for your money here too. Let’s see what £400,000 could buy you 

compared to the rest of the country... 
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Outstanding private and state schools plus a 

world-class university on your doorstep 
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There are a range of schools across the area catering for all: from fee-paying independents, at 

primary and secondary level, to state schools; from state-of-the-art new builds offering all the 

modern facilities you could want, through to beautiful old buildings steeped in history. There are 

academies, language colleges and alternative schools that specialise in teaching children with 

additional mental and/or physical health needs. 

 

The University of Hull first opened its doors to students over 90 years ago and has earned its 

reputation as one of the country’s finest teaching universities. It promotes itself as the ‘friendly 

university’, a statement backed up by feedback from those who study there and statistics showing 

that a huge number of students who come to Hull end up staying there. It is investing in the future 

with a £200million project to improve buildings and facilities, including a £28 million health campus, 

new luxury student accommodation and the £9.5 million renovation of Middleton Hall into a high-

quality performance venue and cinema space. 

 

We’re lucky to have some great schools across Hull and the East Riding in both the state and 

independent sectors. In 2016, state secondary schools in the East Riding achieved one of the highest 

scores in the north of England in the Progress 8 measure, which shows how much children have learned 

since leaving primary school. In the independent sector, Hymers College in Hull achieved one of the best 

sets of A-level results in the country in 2015.  

 

We also have several higher education institutes in the region, with the beautiful Hull University campus in 

the heart of the city. The University of Coventry has a state-of-the-art campus in Scarborough, and York 

University is an integral part of the highly regarded Hull York Medical School (HYMS). The Allam Medical 

Building, at the heart of HYMS’ £28million health campus, has been announced as a winner in The 

Guardian’s University Awards 2018.  
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Humberside Airport is just a 30-minute drive away from the centre of Hull 

and offers services to a number of international destinations including 

Amsterdam’s Schiphol Airport, a major European hub for air travel.  

Also within an hour’s travel time is Leeds Bradford Airport and Doncaster 

Sheffield Airport.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

P&O Ferries operates its North Sea Ferries services 

from King George Dock in Hull. It runs daily services to 

Rotterdam and Zeebrugge, including overnight mini- 

cruises. By taking your car, you can enjoy a relaxing 

night on board before waking up the next day ready to 

drive to your destination. 

 

 

Hull Trains is an award-winning rail operator running 92 direct services a 

week from Hull and the Humber region direct to the capital. It is the UK’s 

leading rail operator for passenger satisfaction. 

Services run from 6.26am through to 7.11pm and will have you pulling 

into King’s Cross in just over two and a half hours. 

Regular services also run between Hull and Leeds, Manchester, 

Sheffield and Newcastle, along with routes across the East Riding itself. 
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When you think of our area, you might think we’re that funny 

little outpost at the end of the M62. You need to make a 

special journey to get here and once you are here you’re 

pretty much isolated, right? 
 

That might be what you’d think, but the transport 

infrastructure makes it easy to travel in and around Hull and 

the East Riding, so you can get to work quickly and easily 

during the week and enjoy everything the region has to offer 

at weekends. 
 

If you need to, it’s very easy to travel out of the area too, 

with regular trains connecting us to the rest of the country, a 

ferry port connecting us to Europe and an international 

airport on our doorstep. 

 

D R I V I N G T I M E S 

From the centre of Hull you can be on the M62 in no time. 

Check out the average travel times below that show how 

easy it is to get to other areas of the country, or, more 

importantly, for friends and relatives to come to visit you 

and see what we have to offer here! 

 

Hull - Hornsea (Yorkshire Coast): 40 minutes 

Hull - York: 1 hour 14 minutes 

Hull - Yorkshire Moors: 1 hour 38 minutes 

Hull - Manchester: 2 hours 6 minutes  

Hull - Newcastle: 2 hours 34 minutes  

Hull - Lake District: 3 hours  

Hull - London: 4 hours 13 minutes 
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The arts and theatre scene in Hull and the East Riding has always been 

vibrant, but as the city was crowned the UK City of Culture in 2017, there’s 

even more on offer. Hull Truck Theatre will continue to produce shows by well-

known playwrights and local talent as well as hosting comedians and 

screening films. Hull New Theatre and East Riding Theatre will also have 

packed schedules. 

There are a huge range of museums and art galleries alongside a thriving 

music scene, with regular events including the Freedom Festival, Humber 

Street Sesh, Cottingham Folk Festival and TribFest just some of the events 

which take place each year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If dining out is your thing, there is plenty on offer from traditional pubs to 

Michelin-starred restaurants and everything in between. Highlights include 

the Triton Inn in Brantingham for an excellent lazy Sunday lunch in front of the 

fire, the Pipe and Glass in South Dalton for a special occasion, and 1884 Dock 

Street Kitchen in Hull for dining in a beautiful setting. 

There’s myriad other options, though, from authentic Japanese, Moroccan and 

Indian restaurants to the best fish and chips you’re likely to have in your life. 

 

Nightlife here can be whatever you want it to be, from evenings spent sharing 

a bottle of wine with friends over tapas through to those unplanned nights out 

spent dancing that you’ll never forget. 

With new venues opening all the time, you can spend the night in a wine bar or 

a craft beer place on Princes Avenue in Hull, visit the old town to visit some of 

the hidden venues in Tudor buildings, or head to the newly renovated Fruit 

Market to hang out with the hipsters. In Beverley you’ve got everything from 

country pubs through to more lively venues with regular DJs and busy 

dancefloors. 
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Sport 
Sports fans in Hull are very well catered for. Whether you 

like cheering on your favourite team from the stands or 

prefer getting on the pitch yourself, there is plenty on offer. 

 

For football fans we have a Championship team in Hull City, 

who play their home games at the KCOM Stadium. 

 

Rugby fans are spoilt for choice with two professional teams 

in the city, Hull  F.C. and Hull K.R. Just make sure you know 

which one you’re supposed to support. If you live east of the 

River Hull tradition dictates you should be a Hull K.R. fan, 

while those on the west swear allegiance to Hull F.C. 

We also have an ice hockey team in the Premier League 

with Hull Pirates, based at Hull Arena. 

 

If taking part in sport is more your thing, there’s plenty to 

keep you occupied. There are a range of national and local 

gym chains (with some offering NHS discounts), Crossfit 

boxes and running clubs, along with excellent golf courses, 

tennis clubs and much more. 

 

If you prefer to do your own thing, why not get out into some 

of the beautiful countryside and go for a run or a hike, or 

maybe just explore? You’ll find lots of great walking trails 

and running tracks all across the area and the views are 

completely unparalleled. 
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Ferens Art Gallery 

Hull’s main art gallery has recently reopened for the 

City of Culture year following a £5.2m refurbishment. 

In addition to the permanent collection featuring the 

works of Canaletto and Henry Moore, a restored 

14th-Century gold panel painting, Christ Between 

Saints Paul and Peter, by Italian Pietro Lorenzetti, 

was unveiled as the gallery’s new star attraction. 

 

A pioneering theatre with a unique, 

powerful, contemporary northern voice, Hull 

Truck produces exciting and 

culturally relevant theatre, hosts 

famous comedians and is home to 

Hull Independent Cinema.  
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UK City of Culture is an event, once every four years, 

highlighting one location in the UK and promoting arts 

and culture as a means of celebration and 

regeneration.  

In 2017 Hull was crowned the UK City of Culture.  

The BBC reported that a study by Hull University in 

March 2018 found Hull's status as the UK City of 

Culture attracted more than five million people, £220m 

of investment and 800 new jobs.  

Last year saw the return of performances to the stage 

at the Hull New Theatre after its £16m refurbishment, 

and an amazing opening event with the Royal Ballet. 

2018 sees the brand new Hull Venue burst onto the 

scene. With a capacity of 3,500, this mixed conference 

and event space will welcome acts when it opens in the 

summer. Gigs will be announced later in the year, so 

keep checking online to find out more.   

The word is out. Hull really is the new hottest place to 

take a city break. 

Hull will remain the UK City of Culture until the end of 

2020.  
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Pride in Hull is an annual event which aims to provide a platform for every part of 

Hull and East Yorkshire’s LGBT+ community to celebrate love and raise awareness 

of LGBT+ issues. The event starts with a colourful parade through the heart of Hull 

city centre. The Pride Parade is a showcase of the community and city and 

concludes in Queen’s Gardens, which is full of entertainment, music, food and 

drinks.  

In 2017, 2,000 people took part in the parade, with 44,000 people joining the 

celebrations in Queen’s Gardens.  



Humber Teaching NHS Foundation Trust 
 

Trust Headquarters     

Willerby Hill      

Beverley Road    

Willerby     

East Riding of Yorkshire  

HU10 6ED    
   

 

 Dr John Byrne                 Gillian Hughes   

Medical Director           Medical Directorate  

 Tel: 01482 389113           and Medical Education Manager 

 Email: john.byrne1@nhs.net                  Tel: 01482 389152  

              Email: gillian.hughes17@nhs.net  
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Useful Contacts 
Hull City Council: www.hull.gov.uk    

East Riding of Yorkshire Council: www.eastriding.gov.uk  

University of Hull: www.hull.ac.uk  

 

Hull City of Culture: www.hull2017.co.uk  

Ferens Art Gallery: www.hcandl.co.uk/ferens  

Pride in Hull: www.prideinhull.co.uk 

 

Hull Trains: www.hulltrains.co.uk  

P&O Ferries: www.poferries.com 

Humberside Airport: www.humbersideairport.com 

Doncaster Sheffield Airport: www.flydsa.co.uk  

Leeds Bradford Airport: www.leedsbradfordairport.co.uk  
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Schools/Colleges Contact Number Contact Email 

Beverley Grammar School 01482 881531 admin@beverleygrammar.co.uk   

Beverley High School 01482 881658 office@beverleyhigh.net 

Cottingham High School 01482 847498 Westcott@cottinghamhigh.net 

Driffield School 01377 253631 office@driffieldschool.org.uk 

Hessle High School 01482 648604 hhsoffice@hesslefederation.com 

Hull Collegiate 01482 657016 enquiries@hullcollegiateschool.co.uk  

Hornsea School and Language College 01964 532727 office@hslc.co.uk  

Hymers College 01482 343555 enquiries@hymers.org  

Longcroft School 01482 862171 school@longcroft.eriding.net 

Sirius Academy 01482 352939 info@siriusacademy.org.uk 

South Hunsley School 01482 631208 enquiries@southhunsley.org.uk  

St Mary’s College 01482 851136 admin@smchull.org 

Wolfreton School 01482 659356 enquiries@wolfreton.co.uk  

Wilberforce College 01482 711688 enquiries@wilberforce.ac.uk 

Wyke College 01482 346347 office@wyke.ac.uk  

Website: www.humber.nhs.uk 

Reception tel: (01482) 301700 

Follow us on Twitter @HumberNHSFT 
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